Lamberg elected president

Strike succeeded in its purpose,
CEW leaders contend

History of sexism and racism traced
Phase II pulled off a runaway in last week’s Central Council elections, capturing 8 out of 12 council seats in addition to the presidency and vice-presidency.

Their standard-bearer, Bob Lamberg, received 835 votes as opposed to 384 for his nearest opponent, Rich “Fattman” Dicker­man. Lamberg, a NKSL, who headed the “Common Cause” coalition, came in third in the listings below.

Pam Schneebelen, Lamberg’s running-mate, outpolled Debbie Lambe (NKSL)’s running-mate, 826 to 455.

Ken Slaven of Phase II led all representative candidates with 483 votes.

Joe Zapf and Greg Fedek, the rest of Dickerman’s “Military” Party, placed second and third in the higher numerical rankings, with 472 and 496 votes, respectively.

Two other Phase II candidates received over 400 votes. Sue Witter­born with 451 and John O’Friel with 482.

Eileen Biever, an independent, captured the remaining 59 votes. Phase II candidates captured the last five places, Dave Meyer with 342, Adell Smith with 338, Wendy Burns with 329, Pete Heithaus with 303, and Mark Alexander with 290.

The remaining seven unsuccessful candidates placed in this order:

Greg C. 214; Linda Bridwell, 213; Tommy Weiss, 196; Paul Wilhelm, 173; John B. Greenwell, 112; Tony Wippold, 13; and Tire, Miss Bridwell, 101.

Paul Wilhelm, 167; John B. Greenwell, 157; Chuck Conrey, 120; Tony Wippold, 121.

Of the last seven, Weiss, Con­rey, and Wippold were inden­tists while Tyr, Miss Bridwell, Wilhelm, and Greenwell had run on the Phase II slate.

Vice-president-elect Pam Schneebelen, the dark-horse candidate of the “Military” Party, came in a surprising second in the presidential race last week.

The other twenty-four elected to the University Senate were: Sue Witter­born, 733; Linda Kovac, 696; Greg Fedek, 635; Mary Glynn, 688; Dennis Scherrer, 684; Dan Brogan, 682; David Ramsey, 669; Greg Tyr, 625; Mike Kruger, 653; Kathy Keirn, 612; John O’Friel, 611; Tammy Layton, 649; Jim Ponzal, 635; Marvin Holman, 619; Dave Meyer, 617; Debbie Feljan, 590; Tom Hillen, 592; Paul Wilhelm, 584; John B. Greenwell, 585; Margaret Ritchie, 575; Tom Burns, 571; Louis Luketich, 565; Greg Burns, 529.

All unsuccessful candidates for University Senate were Steven War­ner, Robert Emma, Diane Goets, Brett Thompson, Baldwin Tanner, Adell Smith, Chuck Dersus, Dan Sholton, Michele Di Leonardo, By­ron Clements, Joseph Tierman, Mi­chael E. Mahoney, Gregory R. Wubb, Alan Jouett, Jerry Phillips, Michael Shower, Larry Legler, John C. Hamilton, Rev Keghin, and Dennis Brestel.

Pam Schneebelen, vice-president­elect and the leading vote-getter among the candidates for University Senate with 891 votes.
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Strike leaders deny failure despite “business as usual”

By MARY GLYNN
Current Staff Writer

The strike held May 5 to 10 commemorated last year’s Kent State incident and to express anti-war sentiment generally dissuaded few students here from attending classes, but leaders of the Commu­nity to End the War denied that their efforts failed.

“Our main objective, according to one member, was to bring about the political education of the students.”

CEW members met at every entrance and distributed arm bands and pamphlets encouraging them to boycott classes in sympathy with the anti-war movement.

In general, however, classes lost no more than twenty per cent of their populations to the boycott.

Students packed the Lounge An­nexe to view films presented 9:30 to 1:30. The films included Four Women, a song and dance inter­pretation of the “Listener” and “Black Power --- We’re Gonna Survive America,” Shirley Carmon’s role as an advocate to the Black People.

The Winter Soldier, a documenta­ry by the Vietnam Veterans Against the War, was in such demand that it was shown twice. Both films showed veterans giving testimony to their war experiences and activities they committed or witnessed in Vietnam.

Some of the veterans on this campus spoke of their experi­ences on the hill and answered questions from a crowd of about 200 people.

One veteran expressed their common sentiment when he said, “The American people know what is going on in Vietnam and they are fighting the country; we must get out.”

Workshops were well attended with leadership by Dr. Tyr­man Sargent (political science) and pacificism and conscientious objections: a lawyer from Cairo United Front, who talked about racism and black repression in Cairo; and a shi, “Cracky,” about the history and goals of the Women’s Liberation movement.

“Cracky” was put on by the Downtown Women’s Group and sponsored by Women’s Libera­tion-UMSL, a new, temporarily re­ognized campus organization.

The Community Coalition Against War, Racism, and Repressio­n spoke at one workshop and said, “We have been doing and set up programs to provide information for the people, our efforts toward peace will be much more effective.

We do not expect non-violent wit­nesses against the war, but we should act now. Every day you hear from the people are being butchered.”

David Meier, chair of Student Af­fairs, had no criticism of the way the strike was carried out.

“The CEW had the right to use moral suasion in encouraging peo­ple not to attend classes. My only concern was not involving disrup­tive activities.”

Other resolutions issued by the discussion groups included calls for a master land-use plan in the metropolitan area, low cost loans or tax credits as incentives for private installation of pollution de­vices, vigorous national and inter­national standards and their enforce­ment, rapid transit or mass buses used along congested arter­ies, and the spacing of working hours so that “rush hours” will become non-existent.

The CEW plans to show Con­frontation at Kent, a movie about the controversial Kent State inci­dent, May 19, as their next activ­ity.

Community council in the works

A call for the establishment of a “community council” for metropol­itan St. Louis emerged from the two-day conference of the St. Louis Gateway Dialogue, a discussion of political control by representa­tives of the area’s universities, high schools, major corporations, civic groups and public officials.

The proposed council would include representatives of all sec­tors of the greater St. Louis area, ranging over neighboring counties in both Missouri and Illinois, and would act as an “Underwriter’s Laboratory” concerning issues af­fecting the quality of urban life in this area.

It was suggested that the council itself be a small body of select representatives from major cor­porations, small businesses, fi­nancial institutions, students, sci­entists, civic groups and public of­ficials with subordinate panels es­tablished in specific areas of con­cern.

The council would employ stu­dent manpower to conduct research planned by professional directors. Funding might come jointly from contributions, student “taxes” as have recently been passed at Wash­ington and St. Louis Universities, and subscribing dues or fees.

A preparatory committee to ex­plore the nature and organization of the council was established by the conference, which met here last Friday and Saturday.

Designated to the committee are: Edward P. Adams of Pet, Inc., pro­fessional chairman; Dr. Scott Norden, assistant professor of management here; Charles M. Coley, Jr., Commissioner of the State Board of Education; Win­ston Gifford of Ralston-Purina; Dr. Tafig Farivar, Washington U. Center for the Biology of Natural Systems; Jeffery Gelles, John Bur­ros, High School; and Michael Shower, coordinator of the Gate­way Dialogue Conference, who will continue in the administrative function.

Other resolutions issued by the discussion groups included calls for a master land-use plan in the metropolitan area, low cost loans or tax credits as incentives for private installation of pollution de­vices, vigorous national and inter­national standards and their enforce­ment, rapid transit or mass buses used along congested arter­ies, and the spacing of working hours so that “rush hours” will become non-existent.

The community Council Committee for the Community Council, which will maintain its headquarters through the Student Activities Office here, will soon meet to begin planning for the fall.

Members of the committee will be contacting leaders in the busi­ness, financial, academic and civic communities to align support for the proposal and to seek sugges­tions on its exact structure and objectives.
Male-Female gap widened after 1800, panel a claim

By MARGARET JENSEN
Current Staff Writer

Sexism and racism were big in America in the early 1800's, according to Dr. Lawrence Friedman, who spoke here Friday. Until the nineteen-twenties, women helped out in the fields and both men and women shared the chores equally. After 1800, the conditions between "women's work" and "men's work" became unequal, according to Friedman, historian at the time of the French revolution, observed that although American women might be equal, they never exercised their rights.

Friedman noted that the generation during the American revolution was only mildly racist, and even southern slaveholders considered slavery a necessary evil. By the time of the Civil War, however, the South had become very racist. The white males felt that to allow black men and women equal rights was to degrade themselves. New Jersey and Virginia laws vote until 1807, when they changed the constitution and took away this right.

The commemorative strike last Wednesday did not apply to the student elections held concurrently. These voting machines were set up in the lobby of the Administration Building.

Nominations open for student affairs awards

Nominations for the recognition awards to be presented by the Office of Student Affairs at an Awards Convocation May 23 must be submitted to the Office of Student Activities, room 117, Administration building, no later than noon, May 17.

Outstanding organizations in the fields of curriculum, fine arts, religious affairs, social affairs, service, and special interests will be honored for the presentation of the most effective and distinguished programs in promoting its selected interest.

The outstanding project of 1971 will be chosen on the basis of the most excellent single program of benefit, either specifically or generally, to the university community.

The outstanding organization of 1971 will be chosen on the basis of the most effective and distinguished program in line with the purposes of the organization, and of significant contribution to the enrichment of the university community.

There will be individual recognition.

Certificates of recognition will be awarded to those students who, through service to organizations, activities, or programs, have made significant contributions to the benefit of the university community.

Who's Who in American Colleges and Universities, will be presented at the convocation.

"More than one candidate may be nominated for each category. This year will see a departure from the traditional restricted membership in the Order of Scarlet and Gold. It is hoped that the membership will continue for the student of 1971 will be deter¬
mised on the basis of the most substantial overall contribution to the university community, in the field of extra- or non-curricu-

ar activities, and best ex-

emplified consistent com-
mittance to the highest ideals of the university and community.

The order will develop into an independent continuing organization, under the auspices of the Office of Student Affairs, which will seek to maintain a program of collective service to the university.

The current student membership of the organization shall at no time exceed sixteen, with a general principle of members elected each year.

Once elected, a student's mem-

bership in the order shall last for one year. The order will be composed of those students who move into their apartment and felt that Americans were the only good people in the world.

The text was given this past week-end by the University Players in 105 Benton Hall. The play deals with leadership in English and American literature, as well as pertinent critical reviews. It tells the story of the bitterness which a "Taste of Honey" could have been. Wayne Lout carefully steered the presenta- tion away from the maudlin and the cast faithfully adheres to this interpretation.

The cast, a touch much desir¬

ing of praise for their sensiti-

vity regarding these situations. In Holly Wil-

liams' skilful portrayal of Jo, one sees a rather coarse outer figure, too proud to beg her mother or anyone else to achieve a love she very much needs. Peter sup¬

plied much of the humor in the play, albeit a tragedy for which it always seemed destined. This direction of the play takes an edge off of the bitterness which a "Taste of Honey" could have been. Wayne Lout carefully steered the presentation away from the maudlin and the cast faithfully adheres to this interpretation.
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COMMENTS: Editorials and Opinions

Victory is only a beginning

Now that the elections are over, it is traditional to extend congratulations to the victors. Bob Lamberg has been elected student president, and we wish him luck in the coming year. He will certainly need it. The position he has won is far from comfortable.

Winning an election is only a start. The tough part is serving the term of office. Lamberg will be looking to for leadership, which will be a severe test of his abilities. We hope that we have previously misjudged his talents, but now the burden of proof rests on his shoulders. One way he could demonstrate his capacity for leadership would be to recognize the direct causes--impose a horrendous simultaneous load on students, amounting to nearly $350 within a short span of time. The strain could be eased by spreading the load over a longer period of time. The original suggestion entailed payment of half the tuition by the established date, with the remainder to be paid off by the end of the first six weeks. It seems that some suitable arrangement, although perhaps not the one above, could be arrived at.

The most intriguing proposal, however, involves suspension of parliamentary procedure during meetings of the Central Council. Granted, there might be some means of preserving order in council meetings, but Roberts' Rules of Order can be used to stifle debate. In addition, the council can be paralyzed by lack of a quorum, which might prevent any discussion at all. Suspension of Roberts' Rules could allow consideration of important topics without requiring any official action.

Bob Lamberg, at the start of a new administration, has the opportunity to take the initiative in making the council truly a student government. Students need a body to speak for their needs, a function which the new University Senate, of whom only one-quarter will be students, cannot realistically serve.

Imaginative leadership may be the difference between an effective student government and another year of mediocrity.

Dear Editor,

I realize that many of the students here have to work either part or full-time to pay for their tuition and fees, but fail to understand why it was so difficult for them to set the one day of the student strike aside for an end to "business as usual." Unless they had scheduled exams, I really don't think it would have fatally destroyed their chances for academic success at the university. Staying away from classes was a nonviolent means of expressing discontent at any continued American involvement in Indochina. Unless they agree with the Nixon policy of staying there until the military junta has "at least a chance" to remain in power, I suggest they should have considered joining the boycott.

Dan Shelton

Boycott deserved more support

Letters
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Dear Editor,

I exhibited fresh and high school all year to show them how great freedom was all about...

When I got out I was right! I decided to enroll in a nearby university and upgrade myself through our great educational system...

While there I felt compelled to become involved in a nationwide attempt to better myself.

And, somehow, things just aren't the same...

I went to see the future...
"Beat the Draft!" has become a national sport for many young registrants. Their tactics have been widely publicized. Relatively little attention, however, has been paid to plays executed by the home team—the local draft board.

Draft boards play "Beat the Registrant." For a draft board the registrant is a "thing" and the Selective Service System is used to let someone else make a decision. For example, a board waits until after the registrant is found guilty of a crime and ripped open the very fundamental right: the right to know of a vocation—a life of service to others. And seek legal information or advice to help you whether your board's gamesmanship was so unfair as to violate the Due Process Clause and nullify your induction order.

Courts are regularly voiding induction orders that were issued after a shamful disregard for procedural due process. In so doing, one recent court warned: "The draft board's overriding, high-handed and erroneous handling of this (registrant's) plea hardly inspires confidence in the system. Rather, it is this kind of mistreatment which has amaligated the youth of the nation, bred disrespect for our draft boards that were not deferred. He is deprived of the benefit of counsel to cross-examine the board members and rip open the very whole selective service system order. At the very least, those entrusted with the awful power of drafting the nation's young men owe a duty of the most searching examination of the facts, scrupulous fairness, sensitive care, compassionate hearing; patient consideration, cautious action and deliberate and certain decision in the law. We affirm no less to the worst criminal in our society."

"CLASSY" AD RATES
There is a flat rate of $25.00 for personal ads.
If you wish to run a classified ad, calculate by the line and punctuation mark or one capital letter as 3 allowing a maximum of 30 words. The number of times times 25¢ each word or fraction thereof will cost for single insertion. Send copy with remittance to:
Ad Department, The Missouri Current, 111 W. 5th St., Columbia, Mo. 65201

SCX IS YOUR BUSINESS
birth control IS OURS
We believe your private life should be your own. And when it comes to buying contraceptives, the hassle in a crowded drugstore isn't exactly private. So we're proud to offer you to get nonprescription contraceptives through the mail.

We specialize in men's contraceptives and we offer two of the most exciting ones available anywhere—Fetichelle and NuForm condoms. They're better than anything you can get in a drugstore. Imported from Britain, they're tighter, thinner, longer, more reliable, and precision manufacturing and testing techniques make them as reliable as any modern anywhere. Made by the best, made by the best! These condoms are fully guaranteed. They comply with all FDA specifications, fit British and American standards 100% as well. We know we can bring them to you.

Our illustrated brochure tells you all about Fetichelle and NuForm. And about seven other American brands which we have carefully selected from the many otherwise available today. And we explain the differences.

We also have nonprescription forms for women and a wide variety of books and pamphlets on birth control, sex, population, and ecology.

Want more information? It's free. Just send your name and address, better still, for one dollar we'll send you all the preceding pamphlets, samples, and one NuForm. For four dollars send the same to 250,000 men and women. Your dollar isn't the price of a single brochure. It allows us to pay for our ads and postage. For that reason, if you order, please send us a dollar. Send your order and your name and address to:

Population Planning Assn., Box 2350-S, Chapel Hill, N. C. 27514

Gentlemen: Please send me: Your free brochure and price list of obligation...Three samples for $1. Deluxe samples package for $4.

Name _____________________________
Address __________________________
City _____________________________ State _______
Zip ___________

ORDER NOW—LAST CHANCE TO TERMINATE

KRAFTHAND'S
NO 1 Live Rock Music
Monday thru Saturday Nights
Bud & Mick On Draught

BEER BLAST! Saturday Afternoons
All the Beer You Can Drink from 2:00 - 4:00 WITH LIVE ROCK BAND.

Folk Singer "What's his name" Sundays from 12:30 p.m.
Live Entertainment & Dancing at KRAFTHAND'S LUMS
9779 St. Charles Rock Road
In Scenic Tropical Breech Hills - Located on Spartans Lot

THIS WEEK: Folk Singer Don Ready from 5-8 p.m.
followed by "Staples, Paper Clips and the Rubber Band"

Coupons:
25¢ Off pitcher of beer with USFDA N-pot rate plan
Offer good May 17-20, 1971

Contact: Vocational Counselor
Warrenton, Missouri 63383

For further information, call 455-5174.

5:30
MISCELLANEOUS
Europe for $581, Boxing 707 Jet-New York to London round trip June 1 to Aug. 7, Call Bill Sprach 726-2116 from 9 to 6. (220-238-2116)
Table wanted. Heavy wood dining room - good price. 727-4671.

SORRY
50 Finley Conn. 200 V-8, Power Steering, Post-Tac: 721-1499 or 426-2374.

Attention graduates: Buy your diamonds for less than half price. New diamond and fation guaranteed. Call HA-3-1462 after 4:30.

PERSONAL
Dob, you're beautiful. Now I have told everyone. They will begin to ask questions.
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"Beat the Draft!" has become a national sport for many young registrants. Their tactics have been widely publicized. Relatively little attention, however, has been paid to plays executed by the home team—the local draft board.
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Acid rescue designed for Hubies of the world

By JIM MERKEL
Assistant Editor, Montage

In desperation, he pics up the phone and dials 454-2908. It rings twice, and then...

"Acid Rescue."

"Hey man, my friend's been lying here on the floor, out for about 30 minutes. I think he's dying."

"What'd he take?"

"15 seconds."

"Is he still breathing?"

"Just barely."

"You better get him to a hospital right now and get his stomach pumped or he'll be dead in an hour."

"Thanks."

His name is Hubie. Maybe he got to the hospital in time or maybe he didn't.

One fact is certain. If there was no Acid Rescue, four Hubies would die every weekend in St. Louis. So relates Steve Snyder, the coordinator of the telephone crisis center of the Drug Crisis Intervention Unit - Acid Rescue. But Hubie is not the only person who calls Acid Rescue. Maybe George calls, wanting to know what he can do about his friend who is having a bad trip. Perhaps someone calls up for information on the activities below write:

"Acid Rescue, a monthly fact sheet is issued, containing the circumstances of the trip. From this a monthly assumption is made that Acid Rescue must surely be harasse d constantly by the police. No holding, selling, or using of drugs is allowed on the premises.

The relationship between Acid Rescue and the police is not entirely cordial, however. Brown admits to being "paranoid" about phone taps, and claims he has some evidence that his line is being tapped.

True to expected form, the majority of trips calling Acid Rescue are between 15 and 17. 14 year olds are inexperienced and want to know what to expect, and most people over 17 are interested in more or less the explanation goes.

The young person that anyone can remember calling Acid Rescue was a boy of nine.

"Hey, "Acid Rescue."

"15 seconds."

"Is he breathing?"

"Just barely."

"Thanks."

One phone worker, "It's not good to have this black monster talking back at him."

The next word of advice is, give him something to eat - to concentrate his high. Something with an aftertaste, like orange juice. Or something sensuously mushy, like marshmallows. Or, else, something continuously chewy, like chewing gum.

If at all possible, don't engage him in mental gymnastics. The mind is tied up in enough knots already. Whatever you do, try to make his high as endurable as possible under the circumstances (which half the time it is to begin with anyway).

"Contrary to popular viewpoint, Acid Rescue is not opposed to all drug use. They simply cannot be effective if they expect to succeed."

Explain Don Douglas, a phone volunteer who teaches art during the daytime at Ritenour Junior High School, "We are operating on the assumption that we cannot tell people not to use drugs; they're gonna do what they want to do. We're just simply here to advertise them and help them handle what happens."

Mike Clifford, another Acid Rescue phone volunteer, puts it this way, "We are not against drug use, we're against drug abuse.

With this amount of activity, there are those who would say that Acid Rescue must surely be harassed constantly by the police.

Not so. Says Alan Brown, a third year med student at St. Louis University, and the overall coordinator of the Acid Rescue program, "The police are very cooperative. They have not worked for any kind of information and sometimes even bring people to Acid Rescue for help.

Part of this cooperation comes from the police's realization that an Acid Rescue-type operation is genuinely needed in St. Louis. But another reason for this is that Acid Rescue remains completely within the law. No holding, selling, or using of drugs is allowed on the premises.

The relationship between Acid Rescue and the police is not entirely cordial, however. Brown admits to being "paranoid" about phone taps, and claims he has some evidence that his line is being tapped.

True to expected form, the majority of trips calling Acid Rescue are between 15 and 17. 14 year olds are inexperienced and want to know what to expect, and most people over 17 are interested in more or less the explanation goes.

The young person that anyone can remember calling Acid Rescue was a boy of nine.
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"15 seconds."
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"Just barely."

"Thanks."

One phone worker, "It's not good to have this black monster talking back at him."
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If at all possible, don't engage him in mental gymnastics. The mind is tied up in enough knots already. Whatever you do, try to make his high as endurable as possible under the circumstances (which half the time it is to begin with anyway).

"Contrary to popular viewpoint, Acid Rescue is not opposed to all drug use. They simply cannot be effective if they expect to succeed."

Explain Don Douglas, a phone volunteer who teaches art during the daytime at Ritenour Junior High School, "We are operating on the assumption that we cannot tell people not to use drugs; they're gonna do what they want to do. We're just simply here to advertise them and help them handle what happens."

Mike Clifford, another Acid Rescue phone volunteer, puts it this way, "We are not against drug use, we're against drug abuse.

With this amount of activity, there are those who would say that Acid Rescue must surely be harassed constantly by the police.
Netmen achieve goal -- over .500 season

The Rivermen tennis team has been looking for a better-than-.500 season all year and, at long last, they've got it.

They assured themselves of a better-than-.500 finish by knocking off the men's team of Southeast Missouri State College Tuesday, 4-2.

The Rivermen were coming from a decisive 6-1 victory over Concordia Seminary Saturday, a match that meant that they could finish no worse than .500.

Tom January, Ron Williams and Ray Ruby posted singles victories against SEMO's Indians, while the lone UMSL doubles victory was posted by the team of January and Dave Laulder.

Coach Gene Williams has been saying all along that anything over .500 would be just "gravy," but team captain Williams might disagree.

"I think I speak for all of us," the junior netmen said, "that, for us, .500 wasn't good enough. We wanted to show everyone that the tennis team could do, and what they can expect in the future."

The Rivermen tennis team has carried the label of athletic door-mat for 4 years, but now that's all changed.

"That's right," Williams agreed. "We've had to live down a bad impression. At one time we lost 19 games in a row. But that's all in the past. We don't like to talk about that. We're concerned with the future."

The future, according to Williams, is bright. "We've got some good players coming in next year that will have to sit out this season. And we're beefing up the schedule a bit, so things should be pretty good."

The team has overcome what Ray Ruby felt was a "terrible hand-icap of having only five players" to become statistically the winningest Rivermen team this year.

"We've worked together well this year to overcome that pres-
sure," said Ruby.

Even if the Rivermen should lose to Principia, they will have a .584 record, they best posted by any Rivermen team this year.

However, the team plans do not include such a setback. "No," said Williams, "we're shooting for 8-4.

Look out, Principia.

Golfers up chances for tourney bid

Rivermen linkmen upped their chances for an NCAA post-conference tournament bid with a victory Monday against the golfers from Southeast Missouri State College in Cape Girardeau.

The Rivermen bested their Indian opponents 13-5 in match play, firing a team total of 373, 13 over par. The score set a new school record for low team total in a dual meet.

The UMSL linkmen were paced by veteran golfer Ron Brewer. Brewer fired a 3 under par 67, setting a new one-round school record.

Hot on Brewer's tail was another Riverman, Doug Sollday, who posted a one under par 71. - setting a new one-round school record.

Berres said if the Rivermen were to lose in the Saluki, their chances of going to the tourney would still be good, as SIU-Carbondale is "one of the better university-class teams."

Berres will be looking to his top three men; Brewer, Sollday, and Gene Dodson, to spark the team to victory. The three are all within one stroke of each other in average, with Brewer carrying a 74.9 average and Sollday and Dodson posting 75.8 marks.

The other three Rivermen golfers, who will also need to be in top form against Principia and powerhouse Carbondale are Prendergast (78.4 average), Ron Meyer (81.8) and Gary Walshaver (81.8).

"Our changes get better every time we win," said Berres, who would undoubtedly like nothing better than to see his charges be the best of the better un-
dergraduate Carbondale are Prendergast (78.4 average), Ron Meyer (81.8) and Gary Walshaver (81.8)."Our changes get better every time we win," said Berres, who would undoubtedly like nothing better than to see his charges be the best of the better undergraduates.

The team has overcome what Ray Ruby felt was a "terrible hand-icap of having only five players" to become statistically the winningest Rivermen team this year.

"We've worked together well this year to overcome that pres-
sure," said Ruby.

Even if the Rivermen should lose to Principia, they will have a .584 record, they best posted by any Rivermen team this year.

However, the team plans do not include such a setback. "No," said Williams, "we're shooting for 8-4.

Look out, Principia.
Rivermen down Indians---in everything

By DARRELL SHOULTS

Southeast Missouri State College is fast becoming the favorite school of Rivermen sports fans. In the span of two days, UMSL squads had stopped the SEMO golfers, edged the SEMO tennis team, and bombed the SEMO baseball squad.

At the risk of being trite, the Indians got scalped.

The 5-1 baseball victory Tuesday followed a split of a doubleheader with MacMurray College Saturday. The MacMurray squad took the opener, 3-2, but, ah, what sweet revenge was had in the nightcap.

Rivermen ace Bill Binsbacher threw a no-hitter while he and his cohorts were bunting out 13 runs on 15 hits. For Binsbacher, the win was his fourth against only one loss, and was his second shutout of the year. His other blanker was against the Indians got scalped.

Ace Rivermen hurler Paul Kipp was the winner in the eradication of the Indians, giving him a 2-4 record.

"Bill's my number one ace," said Copeland of Binsbacher, who leads the Rivermen in victories with four, and in E.R.A. with a miserly 1.51. That E.R.A. should have been moving real well, and his control has improved a lot since last year.

And while Binsbacher was setting records with his pitching, Bill Naucke was setting one of his own with his base-running. Naucke got his first hit Saturday. In addition, Binsbacher helped himself by going 2-for-3 at the plate, nothing for stolen bases.

"He's a fly ball that he had to cover a lot of ground to get to. The fact that the ball was hit so far allowed the hitter, SEMO center fielder Ron Auer to get all the way to third and Kipp then scored when George Spies dropped a blooper into center.

The win gave the Rivermen a record of 14-14 with two games remaining. The Indians now have a 2-8 record.

First Rivermen no hitter

Bill Binsbacher did what no other Rivermen hurler has been able to do when he mowed down the MacMurray line-up without allowing a hit Saturday. In addition, Binsbacher helped himself by going 2-for-3 at the plate, nothing for two RBI's.

"Bill's my number one ace," said Copeland of Binsbacher, who leads the Rivermen in victories with four, and in E.R.A. with a miserly 1.51. That E.R.A. should have been moving real well, and his control has improved a lot since last year.

And while Binsbacher was setting records with his pitching, Bill Naucke was setting one of his own with his base-running. Naucke got his first hit Saturday. In addition, Binsbacher helped himself by going 2-for-3 at the plate, nothing for stolen bases.

"Bill's my number one ace," said Copeland of Binsbacher, who leads the Rivermen in victories with four, and in E.R.A. with a miserly 1.51. That E.R.A. should have been moving real well, and his control has improved a lot since last year.

And while Binsbacher was setting records with his pitching, Bill Naucke was setting one of his own with his base-running. Naucke got his first hit Saturday. In addition, Binsbacher helped himself by going 2-for-3 at the plate, nothing for stolen bases.

"Bill's my number one ace," said Copeland of Binsbacher, who leads the Rivermen in victories with four, and in E.R.A. with a miserly 1.51. That E.R.A. should have been moving real well, and his control has improved a lot since last year.

And while Binsbacher was setting records with his pitching, Bill Naucke was setting one of his own with his base-running. Naucke got his first hit Saturday. In addition, Binsbacher helped himself by going 2-for-3 at the plate, nothing for stolen bases.

"Bill's my number one ace," said Copeland of Binsbacher, who leads the Rivermen in victories with four, and in E.R.A. with a miserly 1.51. That E.R.A. should have been moving real well, and his control has improved a lot since last year.

And while Binsbacher was setting records with his pitching, Bill Naucke was setting one of his own with his base-running. Naucke got his first hit Saturday. In addition, Binsbacher helped himself by going 2-for-3 at the plate, nothing for stolen bases.

"Bill's my number one ace," said Copeland of Binsbacher, who leads the Rivermen in victories with four, and in E.R.A. with a miserly 1.51. That E.R.A. should have been moving real well, and his control has improved a lot since last year.

And while Binsbacher was setting records with his pitching, Bill Naucke was setting one of his own with his base-running. Naucke got his first hit Saturday. In addition, Binsbacher helped himself by going 2-for-3 at the plate, nothing for stolen bases.

Ace Rivermen hurler Bill Binsbacher, who Saturday did what no other UMSL pitcher has been able to do--pitch a no-hitter, Binsbacher blanked MacMurray College in the nightcap of Saturday's doubleheader.

Current photo by Carl Doty
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New assistant basketball coach named

Daniel Wall was named assistant basketball coach here last week by Chuck Smith, athletic director. His appointment is effective September 1, 1971. Wall will also coach the junior varsity basketball team and the cross country team.

A 27-year-old native of Kansas City, Wall received his M.S. in physical education last year from Central Missouri State College, where he has been a teaching assistant and assistant basketball coach the last two years. Wall received his B.A. in education from St. Benedict's College in 1965. While an undergraduate, Wall lettered three years in basketball, starting at guard on the team that went to the NAIA quarterfinals his senior year.

A Vietnam veteran, Wall replaces Arnold Copeland on the basketball coaching staff. Copeland, a member of UMSL's athletic department since 1966, will continue as head baseball coach and will teach on a full-time basis next year as an instructor in the School of Education.

Larry Herres, who has coached the cross country team will become a full-time scout for the athletic department.

Mass at Newman House

ASCENSION THURSDAY

May 20

8:45 9:45 10:45 11:45 12:45 1:45

SOUNDWAVE

Professional Sound
Dances Lounges Proms

Vic - 352-3428 Ralph - 352-3213

Canoe Float Trips Arranged on the Current River

All Transportation Available
Car Driving - Tents

Jedediah Canoe Rental
Telephone 781-2100
Jedediah, Mo. 65032 781-725-229
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